DO NOT SCALE

NOTES:
1. EXISTING STRUCTURES WILL REQUIRE PARTIAL DEMOLITION.
2. THIS DRAWING IS FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY.
3. TOPO SURVEY REFERENCED FROM 53417-TP-01.00_WINDMILLCROFT QUAY, GLASGOW_2D.
4. FOR SECTIONS A-A AND B-B REFER TO DRAWINGS 5161185-ATK-WMCQ-ZZ-DR-C-0101 & 5161185-ATK-WMCQ-ZZ-GR-C-0102.

LEGEND
SITEBOUNDARY
SITE COMPOUND BOUNDARY

SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
In addition to the hazards/risks normally associated with the types of work detailed on this drawing, note the following:

CONSTRUCTION
SITE IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES.
INSTALLATION OF TIE RODS WILL REQUIRE EXCAVATION IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES.
TIE RODS FORMING EXISTING QUAY WALL RESTRAINT SYSTEM WILL BE REQUIRED TO BE CUT TO ALLOW INSTALLATION OF NEW ANCHOR WALL.
EXISTING QUAY WALL REQUIRES PARTIAL DEMOLITION.
COHESIVE ALLUVIUM MATERIAL BETWEEN DOUBLE-WALL REQUIRE REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT WITH COMPACTED GRANULAR FILL.

MAINTENANCE/CLEANING
REGULAR INSPECTION OF WEEPHOLES.
INSPECTION AND REAPPLICATION OF PAINT PROTECTION.

DECOMMISSIONING/DEMOLITION

N/A
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